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Foreword

In recent years, with the popularity of the Internet and the availability of powerful computers and high-speed networks as low-cost commodity components, it is possible to construct large-scale parallel and distributed computing systems, such as cluster systems, supercomputers, grid computing, cloud computing, and edge/fog computing. These technical opportunities enable the sharing, selection, and aggregation of geographically distributed heterogeneous resources to solve science, engineering, and commerce problems. Resource management plays a key role in improving the performance of these systems, and especially effective and efficient scheduling methods are fundamentally important. However, the systems face a lot of challenging problems, such as energy consumption, reliability, resource utilization, cost, instability, and resource contention. Workflow scheduling aims at meeting user demands and resource provider management indicators, while maintaining a good overall performance or throughput for computing systems. The publication of this book satisfies this need in a timely manner.

This book offers a systematic presentation of workflow scheduling, which encompasses the systems architecture, scheduling model, energy consumption, reliability, resource utilization, problem formulation, billing mechanisms, and the detailed discussion of the theoretical underpinnings, design methodology, and practical implementation. This book is rich in content and detailed in graphics. For each presented algorithm, the book uses corresponding motivational examples to explain clearly and achieve the easy-to-understand purpose. In particular, the book:
Offers a comprehensive overview of computing systems workflow scheduling techniques about systems, scheduling architecture, energy consumption, reliability, resource utilization, problem formulation, billing mechanism, methods, design considerations, and practical implementation.

Presents the design principles necessary for analyzing the computing systems requirements, objectives, time complexity and constraints, that will guide engineering students and engineers toward achieving high-performance, low-cost, and efficient resource management systems.

Demonstrates the practical implementation of workflow scheduling and their design guidelines and optimizations that can be directly adopted in engineering application and research work.

Provides a complete perspective on workflow scheduling that hopefully can inspire appreciation and better understanding of the subject matter.

It is a great pleasure to introduce this Workflow Scheduling on Computing Systems, which is a joint effort and creation of six scholars with dedication and distinction. The authors have published very extensively in the fields of grid computing systems, cluster systems, cloud computing, and are undoubtedly the leading scholars in scheduling workflow parallel applications on computing systems. Finally, I would like to congratulate the authors on their excellent work, and I look forward to see the publication of this book.

Kai Hwang
Presidential Chair Professor
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shenzhen, China
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MOTIVATION OF THE BOOK

In the past few years, with the rapid development of IT technology, computing systems have become the core infrastructure of social economy. However, with the exponential growth of computing and data storage requirements, computing systems are facing with a lot of challenging problems, such as energy consumption, reliability, resource utilization, cost, stochastic computation, and resource contention. Workflow scheduling aims at meeting user demands and resource provider management indicators while maintaining a good overall performance or throughput for such systems.

With the increasingly prominent role of workflow scheduling on computing systems, it is timely to introduce the workflow scheduling technology, including the basic concept of workflow scheduling, stochastic tasks scheduling, reliability-driven scheduling, reliability-energy-aware scheduling, interconnection network-aware scheduling, and resource-aware duplication optimization scheduling. To the best of our knowledge, although many books about job or task scheduling already exist, these books lack to provide a comprehensive review and thorough discussion of workflow scheduling. Educating and imparting the holistic understanding of workflow scheduling on computing systems has laid a strong foundation for postgraduate students, research scholars, and practicing engineers in generating and innovating solutions and products for a broad range of applications.

In recognition of this, the book *Workflow Scheduling on Computing Systems* is intended to provide a coverage on the
theoretical and practical aspects of the subject matter, which includes not only the conventional workflow scheduling but also the systems challenging problems, such as energy consumption, reliability, resource utilization, cost, and all of which stem from the authors’ own research work.

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

This book focuses on workflow scheduling on computing systems. The main contents are summarized as follows.

Chapter 1 introduces the working principle of resource management and some typical resource managements (such as SLURM, PBS, YARN) in computing systems. Then, this chapter presents the practical application of workflow DAG model and real-world workflow applications.

In Chapter 2, we introduce the scheduling problems, workflow task scheduling, scheduling challenges, and the classification of scheduling algorithms. We also list several typical heuristic workflow scheduling algorithms such as DLS, MCP, HEFT.

Chapter 3 focuses on the stochastic scheduling problem on grid computing systems. In order to effectively scheduling precedence constrained stochastic tasks, this chapter present a stochastic heterogeneous earliest finish time scheduling algorithm, which incorporate the stochastic attribute, such as expected value and variance, of task processing time and edge communication time into scheduling.

Chapter 4 emphasizes the scheduling stochastic parallel applications with precedence constrained tasks on heterogeneous cluster systems. It formulates the stochastic task scheduling model and develops effective methods to deal with the normally distributed random variables. This chapter also describes a stochastic dynamic level scheduling algorithm SDLS, which employs stochastic bottom level and stochastic dynamic level to produce schedules of high quality.
In Chapter 5, we first build a reliability and energy-aware task scheduling architecture including precedence-constrained parallel applications, energy consumption model on heterogeneous systems. Then, we present the single processor failure rate model based on Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Adjustment (DVFS) technique and deduce the application reliability of systems. Finally, to provide an optimum solution for this problem, a heuristic reliability-energy aware scheduling algorithm is presented.

Chapter 6 addresses a bi-objective genetic algorithm to deal with the bi-objective optimization problem of high system reliability and low energy consumption for parallel tasks. This approach offers users more flexibility when jobs are submitted to a data center.

Chapter 7 comprehensively presents the issues of heterogeneous systems, energy consumption of processors and interconnection networks, computation-intensive scientific workflow applications with deadline constraints, and task scheduling. This chapter also presents a network energy-efficient workflow task scheduling algorithm that consists of task level computing, task subdeadline initialization, dynamic adjustment, and a data communication optimization method.

In Chapter 8, we present a novel resource-aware scheduling algorithm called RADS, which searches and deletes redundant task duplications dynamically in the process of scheduling. A further optimizing scheme is designed for the schedules generated by our algorithm, which can further reduce resource consumption without degrading the makespan.

Chapter 9 presents a novel contention-aware reliability management algorithm for parallel tasks in heterogeneous systems. Given that majority of previous studies do not consider the realistic existence of contention in modern communication systems, the algorithm is presented in the current study by applying DVFS and slack reclaiming techniques.
AUDIENCE AND READERSHIP
This book should be a useful reference for researchers, engineers, and practitioners interested in scheduling theory for computing systems. The book can be used as a supplement for graduate students and system developers whose major areas of interest are in resource management of cluster, supercomputers, grid computing, cloud computing, edge/fog computing systems, and related fields, as well as engineering professionals from both academia and computing systems development companies. By reading this book, readers will be familiar with new types of computing systems and their features, will learn a variety of scheduling algorithms, and find a source of inspiration for their own research.
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